THE EARTH’S CLIMATE IS CHANGING

• The Earth, our home is the planet in our solar system where we can live..
• We are only custodians of the Earth for our children and grandchildren, but we do
seem to be making a mess and trying to destroy it.
• Business, politicians and many people throughout the world are still ignoring the
decades of warnings that mankind was adversely affecting the climate. Soon it will
be too late.
• Global temperatures are rising, ocean temperatures increasing, polar ice
disappearing with rising sea levels endangering the homes of millions of people.
• Current CO2 levels have never been experienced before on Earth with an ever
increasing population already exceeding 7 billion people.
• All over the Earth we are experiencing fires, droughts, intense rainfall, stronger
hurricanes and typhoons and other extreme weather conditions.
• Can we continue to live in our current locations with our 21st century lifestyles ?
• But millions of people are already migrating from Africa and other parts of the
world affected by climate change, creating massive security challenges for other
nations.
• If the Earth is to survive so it can continue to be our home, then we ALL need to
change our lifestyles at home, at work and in our leisure. But time is running out.
• What are you and your company doing NOW to save the Earth for future
generations?
YOU can help to save our home

THINK GLOBAL, ACT LOCAL NOW
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Garry E Hunt PhD., DSc., FIOD, Freeman of City of London
Garry Hunt is a uniquely skilled public speaker, facilitator scientist &
international businessman who has performed at such diverse places
as the London Palladium, The Royal Institution, The Royal Society,
company Boardrooms, Universities & TV studios throughout the
world. He has a wide range of talents, as an international
businessman, scientist, TV, radio broadcaster, author & speaker &
networker.
Garry has been at the forefront of climate science for decades,
initially as a research scientist, then using his extensive knowledge to
advise & encourage businesses to change their working practices to
help avert the changing climate. He has worked at Oxford University,
Jet Propulsion Laboratory and NASA, National Centre for Atmospheric Research (Colorado), Met
Office, UCL & Imperial College where is was Head of Atmospheric Physics.
In business, Garry has held many Executive Board positions with such organisations as Logica plc,
ICL plc, non-executive and advisory Board roles with companies ranging from EDS, ITN News,
Ernst & Young, HW Group plc, SECPAY... Internationally he has been an advisor to many
Governments, eg UK, Sri Lanka, India, Indonesia and Guyana, while assisting many companies in
all sectors throughout the world, such as Hewlett Packard, Cisco, GSK, Oracle, NTT Security, IBM,
Barclays, Verizon, Computer Associates, Walt Disney International & the BBC.
Garry is an experienced speaker, able to link the scientific knowledge, personal and business
challenges everyone is facing when communicating with all audiences; from Boardrooms, company
groups, conferences and schools. He spent more than a decade as the ITN Space Adviser appearing
regularly as well as continuing to make regular contributions to many BBC programmes from
Horizon to Sky at Night (co-presenter); anchoring coast to coast US shows and presenting a series
for CBS, as well as numerous radio and TV contributions on four continents. He is a skilled &
experienced facilitator, chairman & networker for dinner parties, small groups to large international
conferences in demand by clients worldwide.
Garry richly varied career has taken him through academia & space science where he has held
senior positions at leading Universities in the UK and US, Boards of many major companies to
advisory roles with leading companies, Governments & the Institute of Directors. He is also a
visiting Professor at Business Schools in the UK & US. His varied career has been recognised
through awards by NASA & the Royal Meteorological Society for his scientific and space science
activities; by ITN/LWT (television); for his commutations skills by ICL for his business
achievements; Freeman of the City of London (1991)and in 2002 he received a Queen’s Golden
Jubilee Medal forms community activities.; an author of 9 books and more than 350 papers
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